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This is not an editorial about 0.1. Simpson. Nor does this,
editorial address the Colorado case, Romer v. Evans, currently in
deliberation before the United States Supreme Court.
Instead; this editorial is about the little people. Those poor,
misguided souls who found themselves behind these cases, and,
who, through no uneducated fault of their own, collectively
combined to reek havoc on our beloved and holy judicial system.
Yes, this editorial isabout Them, the masses, the unannointed,
unwashed, teeming hordes oflay persons who, for some unknown
and inexplicable reason, have managed to usurp areas of decision
making better been left up to Us -- the few, the proud, the over-
educated, over-paid, elitist-countermajoritarian swine, affection-
ately known by our mothers as -- the lawyers.
During the O.J. Simpson trial we were forced to stand by and
helplessly watch as 12 people,
(none of whom have had the di-
vine opportunity &.H0use ,of a legal edu-
cation thereby r end e r i n g
themselves inca- Ed.-tor.-a'I pableof com-
prehending the true meaning
behind 'beyond a reasonable
doubt'), clearly and without lit-
erate remorse, found another human being not guilty of a crime he
mayor may not have committed. '. ,: f !,}'
<~ "This is a clear example of why the jury system mustbe
<abolished!" one future litigator most adroitly announced." "'~
~ -> "Our Criminal Justice System is a crap-shoot," another.
-insitefullyadded. (The only redeeming aspect of the whole
situation was that the uneducated lay people were guided in
making their decisions by several distinguished legal practitio-
ners who carefully preserved this from becoming a complete and
total loss of jurisprudential prudence.) .
In Romer v, Evans, on the other hand, is a much greater
atrocity; lnstead of a containable 12 persons running amuk in our
legal system, we have a whole state of persons ill-advisedly taking ~,
it upon themselves to vote for a constitutional amendment ex-
pressing an opinion not properly dictated to them by Constitu-
tional authoritarians (ie: law professors), Oh the shame!
Do these people not know this is the nineties? Don't they
know such things are beyond their capabilities? Don't they know
that before they can ever hope to have an original thought of their
own they must first make a three-year sacrifice before the altars
oflegal and logical Gods whom we as a-profession have heaped
unto ourselves so that we might worship upon our mahogany
stained pulpits and declare unto the world laws which only We as
educated professionals can reasonably apply and twist to our own
ends ina cacophonous myriad of opinions that, although diametri- ,
cally opposed, are at least supported by the divine right of having -
passed the bar? .
Come on people! Get real! Surrender to Us, We will think
, Your thoughts for You. -
It is, after all, for Your best interest. Isn't it? '
Don't Let Them' Fail ~
By Michael Kaplan
I agree it's hard to be a young black man
in America. I don't pretend to fully compre-
hend the socio-economic pressures that exist
~'for a black person today. I do not deny that
to chose to barely subsist by taking a mini-
mum wage job instead of selling crack is a
tough choice to make.
But I do not accept that choosing to sell
'crack is a justifiable 'choice, nor the only
choice.
I have listened to Jesse Jackson, and
\ now Paul Butler, cite the number of young
black men in prison today. I have listened to
them both blame society and even rational-
ize the choice to sell drugs as a reasonable
thing to do in the circumstances. I did not
hear either of them suggest that any of those
black men take an ounce of selfresponsibil-
, ity for the situation they find themselves in.
There is no doubt that it takes a special
, ',person to ignore temptation, to dedicate one-
self to hard work while watching others get
"ric:h; to .still stay in school and study hard
knowing it still might not guarantee success.
It is not impossible. Colin Powell did it, Paul
Butler did it, so did Angela Davis.
My people did it. They emerged from
the ashes of Nazi Europe, without their moth-
-ers and fathers, without friends, with no
money, no clothes, no home. They educated
themselves and avoided the curse of drugs,
alcohol, and crime. I do not mean to suggest
that Jews are better than blacks, I only seek
to illustrate that it is possible to keep to the
high road. I agree its not fair that a whole
,group of people should have to demonstrate
extraordinary courage to afford themselves
of the same opportunity as everyone else.
But they should strive to attain that goal. By
accepting that the easy alternative is a viable
option; you make it that much harder to
ignore. Granted, the Jewish situation and the
black situation are different in substantial
ways. But don't ignore the similarities, and
don'tignore the lessons. It is possible to
overcome the most inhuman oppression. To
do so demands strength and sacrifice. It
-"~- See FAIL page 11,'
RACE IN OUR LIVES:WHAT
CAN WE DO?,s
By Ed Lustig.
Not Guilty. Two words that divided our country along racial lines in amanner that we won't
soon see again. African-Americans across the country rejoiced; For them, one man came to
symbolize something much larger than a double-murder trial. Meanwhile, whites across the
country reacted with anger' and bewilderment: anger about a verdict that-while legally
justifiable--seemed unjust, and bewilderment at the euphoric reaction that the verdict created
among black Americans. ,',
In this country, race isa sensitive topic. I should know. I wrote' an article on inner city
crime in which I wanted to make a simple point: If! lived in an area with high crime, I would
consent to an unwarranted pat down search if that type of latitude for police resulted in fewer
guns and fewer gangs on the streets. Hailed to make that point and instead managed to make
race the dominant issue. Suffice it to say, that article was not very well received. If you were
offended by that article (as some clearly were), I hope you've recovered by now. '
In any event, the day ofthe verdict, a black student in one of my classes spoke out about
why the verdict made him rejoice. -He said it was because he truly believed the
defendant was innocent. Then he went onto ~ say: "If you all could walk in my
shoes forjustone day, you'd see why so many " , of us reacted the way we did."
And he went on to say that for all the young black men who have been un-
justly harassed by cops (and who lost more , t than just thirty seconds of their
time), and for all the wrongly convicted black men, this verdict meant, if only
just this once, Justice. '
I have never been a victim of racism, so I can't say I have ever walked in a black man's
shoes. I know I haven't been affected by racism the way black Americans have. But just
because a black person has suffered more than I have doesn't mean I don't want to see racism
end anymore than that black person does. I don't think I should feel guilty because I have
benefitted from being white (and I don't think it would do much good). Imay benefitfrom being
white, but I didn't choose to be white. I also benefitted from great parents, but do lowe anybody
for that? If! seem defensive, it's because I am.vl know that if you are a black American (or
a Native American, or any number of other minorities that have been historically discriminated
against in this country), you've suffered in ways I haven't. So what can a white person, as a
member of the race that oppressed all other races in American history ,do? And what can a black
person, as a member of the most oppressed race in American history, do? While I'm at it, what
can all of us do to help each other understand where we're coming from? Well, for starters,
maybe we could all try to walk in someone else's shoes. '
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Letters to the Editor 4J
Dear Editor:
I wouldn't have believed that
Rinaldo Del Gallo attended. the
same speech by Jesse Jackson that
I did ifl hadn't seen him there. Del
Gallo'sintemperate ad hominem
attack on Jackson was the less per-
suasive forits vehemence ("Absur-
dity, Irrelevance and Jesse Jack-
o son," Oct. 2,1995).
Del Gallo might reasonably
assert that Jackson is mistaken
about the importance of American
cities to the country's economic
health and about the economic Dear Editor:
causesofurban decline in America. In response to the October 2 article
, About these issues -reasonable "COO Responds to Student Concerns"
people may differ reasonably; I'd like to clarify a few points.
I'm rather more troubled by 'The Career Resource Library is the
Del Gallo's assertion that Jackson main source of job opportunities. It was
has failed both as a minister and a ,incorrectly stated in The Advocate ar-
c politician as a result of some kind ticle that Noteworthy and the bulletin'
of moral failure. board by the Bums elevator are the only
"Religion once called uponthe way the CDO posts job announcements..
individual and asked for his best. . We rely on Noteworthy and the bulletin
.. This was the Great Protestant board to advertise and announce upcom-
, Work Ethic," Del Gallo writes.ingevents. Occasionally.jobopportuni-
Del Gallo faults' Jackson for not ties that are unique in some way may be
prel1ching~fcess.o: ~:ugh ;;"per:,.t. i" .posted on the Cop bulletin boards near
sonal betterment-s <, " <'e.', c",· the elevator. The main function of the
Ifhis speech was any indica- 'bulletinboardistohostamonthlyCaleri-
tion, Jesse Jackson has at least, dar. The calendar is created to r--- ......- ...;...,.......;.----- ......---- ....
unlike Del Gillo, not confused the remind students Of COO and
Gospel with the Gospel of Wealth. , t: career-related activities and
" Inrecounting theparable of the lost important deadlines. -The job
sheep, Jackson remembered that binders which are located in
,one of the two primary concerns of the Career Resource Library
the Gospel is each person's respon- are updated every afternoon
sibility to the least of his fellows. with jobs that' come in by
Is it a sign of "spiritual empti- phone, faxandmaiI. Identical
ness," as Del Gallo would have us binders can be found in Bums"
, believe, forJesse Jackson to point _, Library. There are 16 differ:'.
outthat even as we condemn prison ent categories of job binders
labor in China we are exploiting it with a total of41 available
at home? Is it a sign of spiritual binders in the Resource Li-
emptinessfor.Iacksontobetroubled brary. Our Job Posting Coor-
over the possibility that building dinator devotes her time ex-
prisons and, putting prisoners to elusively to posting jobs for
, work may create an economic in- GW law students and a1umni- .
centive to invest in prisons rather -a crucial function of our of-
than in the prevention of prison fice. An average of 10jobs
terms? are posted a day. '
Is it a mark of Jesse Jackson's Additionally, we have a
failure "in his mission as a minis- - full-time librarian in the.Ca-
ter',' that he argues that we should reer Resource Library whose
have equal sentences for white principal function is to facili-
people and black people? Is this a tate access to career materi-
betrayal of America's heritage? a1s--over350resourcesinclud-
In light of the fallout from the - ing newsletters, various pub-
trials of O.J. Simpson and Susan licationsandbooks.andcount-
Smith, the Los Angeles riots, and, less files on federal and state. 0
closer to home, the savage police' governments, firms, .public
beating of Jeffrey Gilbert, is Jesse interest organizations and fel-
Jacksonadvancingaradicalpropo- lowships-end. to assist stu-
sition when he suggests' that, the dents and alumni with their
administration of criminal justice job search. There are many ,-L- ~
Jackson, Not a
Failure
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is intimately tied to the issue of racial
justice in America?' , .
Unlike Del Gallo, I've never voted
for Jesse Jackson. Moreover, I'm not
entirely convinced that he has the an- .
swers to the problems he highlighted in
his speech at the lawschooI. Jackson's
analysis of the problems before the na-
tion, however, was thoroughly convinc-
ing, and his moral sense unerring;
- Billy Day (2L) .
COO Has Many
Resources
newsletters andbulletinsin the Resource
Library with job list postings, ,We also
make available legaland non-legal pub-
lications with job announcements such
as The Legal Times; There is an over-
whelming amount of current informa-
tion in the CareerResource Library and
I encourage all students to take advan-
tage of these excellent resources as part
of their job search,
.There also seemsto be some confu-
sion about how the COO makes job
opportunities available. The Student
Handbook that we give out to all ILs
during first year orientation covers the
policies and procedures of our office as
well as the information that is available
through ouroffice, includingjobpostings.
A great deal of this confusion could be
• avoided if studentsreferred to their Stu-
dent Handbook forjob-search informa-
tion, employmentoptions, timing of the
job search, and resources. .
Inresponse tothe students not being
able to findinformationaboutthe NAPIL
CareerFair,the information had been
available beginning the third week of
August in the Career Resource Library
andposterswereplacedaroundtheschool
at that time. Themorerecent posters and
. the ones mentioned in the article were
simply a reminder to all interested stu- '
dents that the deadlinewas approaching.
See CDO page 9.
Washington's, Only ,Real Deli
W.. hlngton Deli
Esplanade Shops
1990 K Street. N.W.
Washington. D.C. 20006
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Law School 'Plans a Unified Commencement
By Michael Krackov
Special to The Advocate
Itmay seem ridiculous to talk about
graduation when it is still October .
However,much of the planning for May's
commencement is set, and there are some
significant changes. For example; unlike
past years, there probably will not be a
retired Supreme Court Justice as a com-
mencement speaker. More importantly,
all of the rumors about a unified com-
mencement with the undergraduates,
medical school, and other graduate
schools, are true.
However, those who would rather
just pass on the massive people-jam on
the Ellipse should not hang up their caps
and gowns just yet. Here is the tentative
schedule of official activities' (as in non-
SBA or student-organized) for gradua-
tion weekend, to Dean John Jenkins, the
law school's graduation representative.
Saturday, May t"8th:
Early Afternoon: Law School
Awards Ceremony. This is a by invita-
tion event, to be held in LL- I0 1. Those
law students receiving awards will re-
ceive invitations and may bring their
family and friends. It is followed by a
reception that will be open to all.
4:00-6:00 p.m.: Law School Recep-
tion. This isa traditional cocktail recep-
tion for all graduating law students. It is
usually held on Capitol Hill in the House's
Rayburn Office Building foyerand court- .
yard. Students are invited to bring their
family and friends.
8:00 p.m.: The Monumental Cel-
ebration. This event is open to all stu-
dents graduating from G.W. as well as
their families and friends. It is a $25.00
per person, black-tie affair in the Main
Hall of Union Station. Traditionally,
"fabulous desserts and refreslunents"
have been served.
Sunday, May 19th .
9:00 a.m.: The Unified Commence-
ment. For tl!e first time, the Medical
School and Law School will be graduat-
ing with the underclassmen, and the
other graduate schools. The Commence-
ment is on the Ellipse (between ISth and
17th streets by the White House) and will
be somewhere under three hours in dura-
tion. Since this big celebration is in
honor of the University'sI75thAnni-
versary, the University is pulling strings
to get a truly "huge" commencement
speaker. Rumors are that they are trying
o get that famous guy in the White House.
(no, not George Stephanopolous!), but
don't hold your breath.
I:00/2:00 p.m.: Law School Degree
Ceremony. This traditional law school
ceremony,inwhicheachgraduate'sname
is called out and diplomas are given, will
be inthe Smith Center. Unlike past years,
however, there will be no commence-
ment speaker (probably) at this event,
because of the morning's commence-
ment. Each graduate will be given six
tickets for family and friends. Extra
tickets will be available, if and when
graduates determine they need fewer
than six and turn their tickets back in for
redistribution.
Post-Ceremony: Law School Re-
ception. Afterthe Degree Ceremony there
will be a reception in the Big Top on the
quad. This event may also be subject to
the ticket restrictions listed above. This
is the last official event of the weekend.
The SBA and other student organi-
zations will also be scheduling numer-
ous events, which span the period be-
tween finals and graduation (Booze
cruises, happy hours, etc.), Stay tuned
for more news on these events as it
becomes available.
Letter Sparks Change in Finnegan Prize' Rules':.
.- ~~ ~ ~ _ ."' A , _
By Alberto Rivera-Fournier
Staff Writer
An anonymous letter by LL.M. In-
tellectual Property students questioning
the winner of this year's $5,000 Intellec-
tual Property Law. Finnegan Prize has
resulted in a change in the competition
rules for 1996. The letter, sent to the
Chairman of the 1995 Committee ofthe
Finnegan Prize, Professor Thomas Mor-
gan, and to The Advocate. wrongly al-
leged thatthe winner of this year's prize,
Robert Highley, had violated the
Competition's roles by doing substantial
work on the paper at Georgetown Uni-
versity. The letter also falsely alleged
that Highley had received assistance from
his advisors at Georgetown.;
"There was nothing underhanded in .
this competition. Mr. Highley complied
fully with the rules of the 1995 Finnegan .
Prize. He wrote the best paper. Although
the Committee's expectation was that
substantial part of the work would be
done at the Law School," the
competition's rules were silent on the
matter, said Morgan.
The Finnegan Prize Competition
roles for 1995 state that the standard for'
the paper be of "publishable quality and
a significant contribution to the theory
..:.,and practice of Intellectual Property·
Law." The rules further state that the
paper "may have been submitted for
credit at the National Law Center and
may reflect discussions with faculty
members, student law review editors or
both." However, the version submitted
for the prize may not '.'be the product of
significant editorial changes by a person
or persons other than the student author."
In response to a query submitted by The
Advocate, Highley said in a letter that "I
greatly prize my reputation for personal
integrity and academi chonesty. I deeply
resent baseless allegations being made
that might serve to undermine that repu-
tation." In the three-page letter, Highley
acknowledged that he submitted the "ori-
gins" of his Finnegan Prize paper "both
to receive two-credits in the course and
to satisfy ... (the] Graduate Paper require-
ment for my LL.M. in International and
Comparative Law" at Georgetown Uni-
versity Law Center.
However, he categorically denied
. that he received any significant outside
help by his advisers at Georgetown. In
the letter, Highley described in detail all
outside sources whom he. consulted in
the preparation of his paper. Except for
the inclusion of "one original sixteen-
. word sentence together with a citation in
a footnote in the. context of a paper'
consisting of well over 30,000 words" :
resulting from a professor's research
suggestion at Georgetown, no other "in-
sights" from other professors' at GW
made their way into Highley's prize-
winning paper. "My suspicion is that
few works of as great length and depth'
prepared in an academic context have
been the result of such solitary efforts as
mine," Highley' concluded. Morgan
pointed out that the main objective of the
Finnegan Prize, established by the law,
firm of Finnegan, Henderson in 1990,
was to promote and encourage work in
. the field of Intellectual Property Law.
~ Since the majority ofLL.M. students in
Intellectual Property Law are patent law-
yers or have done prior work on the
subject, it would be unfair not accept
ideas or work that has been in gestation
before the student gets to GW.
However, in viewofthe anonymous
students' complaints that "we believer d]
. that the work must have been done at
GW,", the Finnegan Prize Committee
decided to change the rules for 1996.
The new rules stress that "while pape~
may reflect a student's thought and ex-
perience prior to enrolling at the Na-
tional Law Center, substantially all of
the work on each paper must be done
during the time the author has been it
student here."
. "We learned to be more explicit this
year," .said Professor Morgan.
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News Briefs .Panel Discusses.Romer v, Evans
Burde~ of Proof Update."
It itsOctoberi issue, The-Advocate
announced a call forGWLaw students
interested in appearing on' "Burden of
Proof," anew law-related show aired by~" .Does Romer v. Eyans make consti-
9NN. The names of all students who tutionalism unconstitutional? That was
expressed interest .:were -forwarded' to the question presented by Melissa Wells-
CNN. C~ will contact directly those' Petry, a member of the Christian Legal
students it wants to appear .•Stay tuned. Society and the Family Research Coun- .
Alternative. Careers' cil ala panel discussion held at the Law
School on October 5, 1995. Alsopartici-
Panel Announced .• ·· patingin the discussion were Michael
Are you interested in learning about '.'.Garvin,a partner with Shaw, Pittman
career options outside of the large law andaGWLawaiumnus;ChaiFeldblum,
firm world? Come to the Alternative a Georgetown University law professor
Careers Panel on October 24th at 4: 15 in and member ofthe Human Rights Cam-
L-402. You will hear from professionals paign Fund; ....and Carmen Shephard,
who have chosen to. utilize their law. '0. Deputy Chief Litigator for Maryland's
degrees in anon-traditional format. Pan- •. '.' Attorney General. The panel discussion
elists will include: Robert Thompson,. . was sponsored by the Law School's Gay,
Owner of Wetland Resource. Manage-: '. Lesbian and Bisexual.Students Associa-
ment; Sean Johnson, Associate General' .....'tion and was moderated by Professor-Ira
Counselat Black Entertainment Televi-"...Lupu.p ,',
sion, Inc.; Suzanne McDowell, Assis- .'0· ,;Romer v. Evans isa pending Su~
tantVice .President at National.' Gelr preme Court,' case which concerns
graphic Society; as well as a part-time Colorado's controversial Amendment 2. "
practitioner and adjunct professor, and a·; At issue is whether the voters of Colo-
small business owner. For more infor- rado can amend their State Constitution
mation contact the Career Development to repeal existing state.laws, regulations,
Office 'at 2000 G Street; N.W., (202) and policies that bar discrimination based
994--7340. on sexual orientation. ,.,':c' -', ,
2LWins Free Semester';,The Colorado Supreme Court has
ofTextbooks,,'/t,:C ~~:':'~,> ~::;:n~:t;sr:::st~:~::
By David Weitzer
Special to The Advocate
violationof theequal protection clause"
of the 14th Amendment. The state court:: ~
held that it denies a certain class of
people, namely'homoSexlJaIsandbisexu-'
als, the fundamental right to participate
, in the political process, and therefore to
seek redress for discrimination. The State
of Golorado appealed the decision to the
United States Supreme Court which heard
: oral arguments on October 10; 1995.
-All ofthe panelists filed amicus
'curiae briefs to the United States Su-
preme Court,eithersupporting oroppos-
ing the Colorado Supreme Court deci-
,. sion. In her brief, Shephard advised the
Supreme Court that Maryland supports
the Colorado decision because "it is never
the business of government to allow
discrimination against a group of citi-
zens."
.CMVin,who is affiliated with Judge
RobertBork's Equal Rights Not Special '
Rights, Inc., stated that the issue is not
about whether discrimination on the ba-
sis of sexual orientation is right or wrong,
butwhetherthe Federal Constitution can
deprive the Citizens of the State of'Colo- '
rado of their right' to make decisions
regarding the. extension of. civil rights,
protection to certain Classes of'individu-
a1s.To deny the citizens of Co lorado this
right, Mr. Carvin said, would be to adopt
a "radical and extraordinarily undemo- '
;o":~~ ,.cratic notion."s '
?
, Carvin dismissed the argument that
homosexuals aDd bisexuals will be de~
nied participation in the political pro.. '
cess. He said that any group can lobby
state legislatures and vote just as equally
as any other, Forexample, Carvin said,
itwouldberiditUIoustocIalmthatpeople -
with guns in their houses disable 'antiJ
gun groups from lobbying. Similarly, he
said, smokers prohibited from smoking
in public places are not denied political
participation. In responseto Carvin's
comment, Feldblum said that to be sue-
. cessful in the political process you have
to be on "the same playing field' as
, everyone else; you cannot single out one
group of people to tell them that they are
not on the same playing field."
"Feldblum said equal protection
means "a chance to lobby with a chance
to be successful." .:
" ,Wells-Petry. on the other hand, said
she sees the Bmru:r
" decision as providing special rights
to a select group and denying participa-
tion in the political process to the major-
ity who elected to pass the amendment.
InWells-Petry's view, ~ is not a
case about homosexuality or fundamen-
tal rights, it is a case about the demo-
cratic process and the principles of fed-
eralism. The Supreme Court is expected
to reach a decision on the case later this
term.
All Rise, Moot Court Is Now in Session
On September 18,JulieAnnaPotts'
-telephone rang. Although she wasn't By Adrienne Clair '.:
.~ home' to take the call, her answering Moot Court Board Publications Chair
"machine recorded a message that would .
soon change her life. The call was from, The George Washington University
.Moot Court Board continues to provide
Claire Heberg, manager of Washington students with exciting opportunities to .
Law &' Professional Books, notifying
her that she had won a free semester's perfecttheiroral advocacy skills. In past
textbooks from the store~ years, the combination of controversial,
. Potts, a2L, said sIte was mostly: timely issues and high quality writing
and advocacy by students has provided a
"surprised" when she heard the news, fun and. provocative, ~xperience; ',,'This
because u~uaI1y she does not win coil~' '. . ' " . , .
tests. When asked which textbooks she.'.;::::d:gmp~tltlons should .be,.equally.
plans to purchase with her new found' j,',,' " ., '. •
store credit, she said, "I don't know, but ,thi' .The~e~e ~ s~ents ~o~p:ng m
I'm glad they are going to be free!" , M sYtearCsurt'an
C
ec , ~nStltuThitI? La~.
Th t tbook . , h' h ., . 00 . 0 ompetltlon. . . s year s
open t
ealelxGWLaglveatwdaY'tw,IC whas problem involves a city council's re-
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the Jessup International Law Moot Court
Competition. The Jessup problem will
allow participants to explore the areas of
international terrorism, extradition, and
minority and privacy rights. The prob-
lem centers-around one nation which has"
a province that is primarily populated bJ
a minority group. This minority group
has failed to attain any significant politi-
cal power.' Some extreme factions of the
group have begun to employ terrorist
tactics: The other country/party to the
dispute is accused of violating interna-
tionallaw by aiding the terrorist move-
ment; This second country claims that
the other party has vioiated international









Inaddition, 54 students have regis-
-tered for the Giles Rich Intellectual Prop-
erty Law Competition, which will be
held during the Spring semester. This
year++s problem deals with biotechnol-
" ogy patent and antitrust issues.
The Board has also approved fund-
ing for teams to participate in a number
of interscholastic competitions on be-
halfofthe law school. Funding has been'
approved for students to participate in
the following moot court competitions:
'Benjamin. Cardozo_ BM! (Entertain-
menC ConununicationsLaw); Frederick
Douglass (African-.Ameiican ·issues);
Tulane Sports Law Invitational; National





It's not a private family matter.
Every nine seconds another woman
is beaten by her husband or
_boyfriend. And unless we all work
. together, it's never going to stop. ,
For information about ho'wyou
can help stop domestic volence,
caiI1-800-777-1960.
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.REACTION TO O.J.
GW Law Faculty and Students. rises to SO%,and in Baltimore it goes up to 60%. "If that
. .. . were true of the white community, it would be a national
Share Opinons on Race and the emergency," Butler added. Butler discussed the prob-
lems with the way the criminal law deals with drugs andSimpson Trial other social problems. He closed with the idea that,
By Ari Kaplan "Jurors have a higher duty than to follow the law: They
Staff Writer mustachievejustice," and added, "WhatI like about jury
nullification is it's black self-help."
Professor Davis.maintained that justice is not blind,
and especially not color blind. She said that race was a
factor in the trial. Davis added, "What I find most
disturbing is the reactions and why white. Americans
were so angry." She posed the question, "Why are
people so upset about this verdict?" and in response
listed cases that dealt with prominent white defendants
including: Klaus von Bulow, John DeLorean, William
Kennedy Smith, John Gotti, and John Landis. Davis also
cited Senator Edward Kennedy and Woody Allen as
people who were not even brought to trial when there was
cause to do so. In Allen's case, she said, "criminal
charges were never a consideration." Professor Davis
asked what the difference was between all of these cases
and. the trial of O.J. Simpson, to which she received
strong applause from the audience. Davis followed with,
"You cannot avoid the unmistakable distinction: Here
a black man was charged with killing two white people,.
one being his wife." The professor saw the strong
feelings and anger surfacing out of the Simpson trial as
troubling. Davis added that this was not a case with a
.' confession or eyewitnesses. "This race issue, clearly is
On Wednesday, October II, the Student Bar Asso-
ciation sponsored a standing-room-onlyracial roundtable
discussion aboutthe O.J. Simpson trial and verdict. The
discussion was organized by IL Ed Polk. Polk said he
wanted to "bring about a meaningful dialogue" and look
for some positives from the trial. Polk and the SBA
invited OW Law Professors John Banzhaf, Paul Butler,
Joan Meier, and Angela Davis to contribute to the
roundtable as panelists.
Polk presented a number of issues for discussion:' (I)
the racially-polarized reaction to the verdict; (2) the role
of domestic violence in the trial; (3) the verdict itself--
Were the jurors coerced or did they have a legitimate
basis for the acquittal?; (4) evidence of police miscon-
duct; (5) that the accused was a black man and his victims
were white; and (6) did O.J. buy justice? And ifhe did,
why was there such a public outcry? White defendants
have been doing it for years.
The first speaker was Professor Banzhaf. He noted
the anger, anguish, and passion aroused by the verdict
and discussed how and why this result occurred. He
claimed to have predicted the outcome and felt "a lot of
. evidence was very strong." Banzaf noted that the
Furhman tapes "cast doubt on the evidence with which
he was associated and on other evidence too."
In Banzhaf's opinion the closing arguments were
very effective. "Cochran made an appeal for jury .
nullification," -Banzhaf said. According to Banzhaf,
Cochran's message was to "do the right thing," a mes-
sage which Banzhaf noted Cochran repeated about four
times. "[Cochran] apparently felt that doubt as to the
evidence was not enough and chose to make a jury
nullification argument.v':"
Banzhaf said when the jury announced that it had
reached a verdict after a few hours, he felt it was clearly
an acquittal. He did not think the jury could send 0.1.
Simpson to prison without much discussion of the com-
plex issues involved.
Banzhaf did not think the jury based its decision
solely on Simpson's race: "Juries tend to see things
differently based upon their life experiences. Jury
nullification is rarely made because it's illegal and
judges are not supposed to allow it." Banzhaf said, "I'm
not surprised by the verdict. I was not angry about the
verdict.J think the verdict was entirely proper." He said,
"my initial reaction was that he did it [but] we want the
system to fail safe on the side of acquittal rather than
conviction." He concluded, "Race plays a factor in
many cases, as does gender, as does age," and he warned
that the 0.1. Simpson case was one of a kind.
Professor Butler began with the following com-
ment: "I predicted a hung jury. I realized that I didn't
give the white jurors enough credit. I apologize to the
white jurors." Butler did, however, tell the audience that
he thought Simpson was probably guilty. Then he noted
that he felt the case was based on reasonable doubt but
that, "what is reasonable doubt to an African-American
is different from what it is to a white person." Butler said, .
"O.J. Simpson fought reasonable doubt. He paidalot for"
. justice. White people have been doing that for centu-
ries." He quoted statistics that 33% of young African-
Americans are under supervision of the criminal justice
system, and in the District of Columbia, that number





"I think the verdict was entirely proper. One of the
reasons we have juries is to reflect the mores of the
community, and if the jury thinks the system is unfair. I
don't blame anyone for the jury."
Professor Paul Butler:
"I predicted a hung jury because I didn't give white
jurors enough credit. I am sorry for that. But I was very
angry at the white response. We don't typically see this
kind of re-examination after a case has been decided by
a jury. I think this is because it was a black jury.
"A lot of people have become concerned because
the system worked for a black man. White people have
been buying justice for centuries."
Professor Joan Meier:,
"Murder is a form of domestic violence when it
concerns spouses and intimate partners, and the prosecu-
tion did not say enough about it.
"When we talk about how black people are Victim-
ized by the system, we cannot forget that women of both
races are battered at very high rates.
"There's no question that this verdict will cause
harm to women."
Prefesser Angela Davis:
"Justice is not blind. Justice is not color blind.
Justice is not free.
"The strong feelings of anger some are having to the
verdict are troubling, especially since there was no
eyewitness and no confessions.
"If you can't find reasonable doubt here, I am
troubled ..
"The only thing that was typical about this case is
that a black man was on trial."
an issue," Davis noted.
On reaction to the verdict, Professor Davis noted
that she was troubled by the fact that African-Americans
were very conservative when it comes to crime and that
for the Los Angeles District Attorney to imply that the
jury's decision was based solely on race was painful to
hear. ProfessorDavis expressed that Johnnie Cochran's
appeal to the jury in his closing argument was wrong, but
noted that before that, Cochran spoke for a day and a half
about the evidence. She defined reasonable doubt as,
"doubt for which you can give a reason. This was not a
nullification issue."
Professor Davis also warned students that this was
not the typical criminal case. "The only typical thing is
that a black man was on trial," she said. She challenged
political leaders notto limit the amount one can spend on .
her defense but rather to put more money into public
defenders and legal aid. She closed with the comment
that maybe something will now be done about the Los
Angeles Police Department. "Maybe more justice will
be done for everyone ... If you've got to spend all those
millions of dollars for justice, it's pretty sad."
Professor Meier, the only panelist to confront the'
domestic violence issue, opened her discussion by not-
ing, "There is a whole other level of justice and injustice
that was' aroused by this case." She found the case
troubling because, "It was about a victim of abuse."
Meier commented, "I don't think we've figured out that
murder is a form of domestic violence."
.According to Meier, lout of 8 married women are
abused and one-third of those women are repeatedly
battered very seriously. "Battering is about power and
control. The man needs to have the woman be obedient
and subservient," Professor Meier said. Throughout
history, she said; women were considered the property of
their husbands so "we don't have a sick individual, we .
have someone who isacting outofcultural norms." ! ;',
Meier stated that domestic violence involves pos-
sessiveness and paranoid jealousy. "Women can't get
out because serious abusers don't let their women go.
O.J.' was a serious abuser." She claimed that when a
woman is killed in America, the most likely suspect is
her husband or intimate partner. According to Meier,
the odds statistically point to Simpson's guilt. The facts
show: (1) a history of abuse; (2) he was typically
paranoid with jealousy over her affairs; (3) a series of
separations and reconciliations; and (4) his wife was in
fear of him. Professor Meier said that in May 1994, the
Simpsons had finally broken up "for good" and that it
was "really over." .The next month Nicole Brown
Simpson was murdered, and Professor Meier said, "It
made sense that she died that night. She wentto dinner
and the ballet and [O.J.] wasn't included."
Meier said that it was clear to her that Simpson
really did do it. "It's painful to see someone do that to
a victim.:.not just killing, but terrorizing. It's painful to
see someone do that and go free and then have that
celebrated," Professor Meier told the audience. She said
that a lot of women are being beaten because of the
verdict and, "This verdict will be responsible or give rise
to more harm for women." Professor Meier closed with
a very emotional comment that "We all respect the
suffering of other groups. It's very important to say, in
this case.ithere were incredible amounts of racism and
sexism. Nobody's a hero in that picture."
The panel discussion was followed by student ques-
tions and further comments by the professors.
These racial roundtable exchanges were started
about three years ago after a racial epithet was used to
describe a candidate in the undergraduate elections for
president of the university. Kim Anglin, SBA president,
noted that the need for this roundtable arose because,
"We are not adequately communicating with each other."
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Student Reaction to Racial Roundtable Discussion
. had spoken. One student commented that it was ashame
that certain people invalidate other people's opinions
solely because ofrace. Other students made comments
to the same effect. -
One student noted that it was important to remember
that whatever one's opinion is concerning the verdict,
this is no cause for celebration and that we should keep
in mind the reality that two people are dead. He went on
to say that the fact that a known wife-beater is out is a
scary thought and is definitely not something to be
celebrated. He cautioned that O.J. Simpson should not
become a hero or a symbol for the African-American
community.
Overall, the reaction to the racial roundtable was
that while the professors were excellent, the students .
were disappointing. One student remarked that the final
student comment made at the discussion was depressing.
He summed up that student's final remarks as well as the
final moments. of the racial roundtable discussion.
"Nothing's changed. It's all the same. And then we left."
Debate Over Who Really Plays the Race Card
physically killed the victims, he knew something about
who did, or may have even been present at the killings.
I personally do not like O.J. Simpson. The.record so far
has shown that as a prominent black figure, he has done
nothing to help in the development of the black commu-. I . . I nity. Some consider him a
Commentary traitor. I think he bit the.-------.-;;......,j. hand that fed him. His ac-
tions since his release prove that he has not learned his
lesson.
In light of that,' I must address the reason for the
jubilation among blacks. I was happy that for once the. . ... ----.'
system, which has for so long been prejudiced against
black people, worked for a black person. It hardly
matters that he is a rich and famous black person. In an
era where we have seen people put away for crimes they
did not commit, it is refreshing that 12 people can agree
By Julie Axelrod
Students had mixed reactions to last Wednesday's
racial roundtable. Some students were happy about the
turnout and felt that the racial roundtable was generally
a good thing. These students indicated that communica-
tion between different groups within the law school
community was much needed. Other students felt that
generally little was achieved in terms of putting to rest
much of the tension which the O.J. Simpson. verdict
generated. One student commented that, while he felt
that it was important that students had the opportunity to
airtheiropinions, overall he felt that tberacial roundtable
discussion was "not very healing."
The vast majority of students polled commented on
the eloquence and insight of the members of the panel
which included Professors John Banzhaf, Paul Butler,
Angela Davis and Joan Meier. Many students noted that,
in particular, Professor Meier's commentary, which
centered on the issue of domestic violence, was excel-
By Dehlia Umunna
Most of the world came to a standstill on October
3rd, 1995.0.1. Simpson was acquitted and the reactions
to ~e verdict were unbelievable. Some people, mostly
blacks, were jubilant. I was one of them. Others, mostly
whites, were outraged. Some people believe that the
issue of race arid racism got into the case when Johnny
Cochran dealt the so-called "race card." Others believe
that it all started when Mark Furhman opened his mouth
and voiced the hatred that he and many like him feel for
black people. I believe that the issue ofrace began when 1
O.J. married Nicole. The race factor aside, what is all this
division about?
First, I must state that I feel great sympathy for the
Browns and Goldmans who lost loved ones. I also
believe in my heart that although 0.1. may not have
lent. Students said that Meier reminded them of things
which they had forgotten, as well as enlightened them on
issues of which they were not aware. One student felt
that the points raised by Professor Meier concerning the
importance of the issue of domestic violence to the O.J.
• Simpson trial were points that had been and continue to
be overlooked. That student also felt disappointment by
the seeming lack of audience reaction to the important
issues raised by Professor Meier.
Other students felt that Professors Butler and Davis
raised issues that whites needed to hear. They com-
mented that many whites have led a sheltered life and
cannot truly conceptualize racism .. These students felt
that hearing such highly respected African-Americans
as Professors Butler and Davis speak validated the fact
that racism exists and has not become simply a word
. devoid of meaning.
Many of the students polled remarked about the
reaction of the students in the audience who made
comments and posed questions after the panel members
'"
To Pull or Not to Pull the Race Card
By Rinaldo Del Gallo
Inmy first year oflaw school, one of my professors
posited the following question to the class: Would you,
as a practicing attorney, ever base an argument on race?
Of course, the whole class staunchly declared that such
a practice was unthinkable. I, never missing an oppor-
tunity to stun my classmates, raised my hand and said
that I most emphatically would. I said that counsel has
an unequivocal responsibility to be a zealous advocate;
and that this included using every power that was lawful
to make my case. As you might by now surmise, I never
bought into the Feminist Theory that you can be a
"zealous advocate" without using every weapon in your
adversarial arsenal. Moderate zealotry is an oxymoron.
It was a lovely sight. My comrades rolling their eyes in
dismay and me with a huge grin on my face. My
professor did not know quite what to utter as he flailed
his arms in the air, threw his head back, and bulged his
eyes. It was then I knew how they just might have felt
after they dropped the bomb on Hiroshima.
But apart from having engaged in a little sopho-
moric shocking, I had made a serious point. You are paid
to win. You are paid to do everything legally within your
power to assist your client, and you must accept the
unsavory with the sweet. You may have to conduct a
searing cross of a rape victim, perhaps a child. You may
have to stultify the key eyewitness of a crime, who may
be a prominent member of the community. Your only
yard stick is effectiveness. If you are not prepared to
" make this commitment, it is your ethical obligation to
not accept the case.
Make no mistake about it-Johnnie Cochran made
racial arguments to a jury. And I'm not talking about
Mark Furhman. I refer to his characterization of the Los
Angles Police Department and to the prosecution.
Cochran suggested, and it was believed, with no syp.port-
in!: evidence that the L.A.P.D. officers that investigatedI . I the crime were corrupt rae- '-Commentary i~s that could not ~ be-
heved. They were Just a
bunch of paunchy, middle-aged, white-trash thugs. The
jury had to believe this, beCause without a conspiracy,
and a damn elaborate one created on a moment's notice, "
there was no way Furhman could frame "The Juice."
Where I'come from, when you try to say someone
acted in a certain way because they belonged to a
particular race, absent any other evidence, that is preju-
dice. It's unadultered pre-judgement. This is a racial
argument of the very type my professor had questioned
us about.
"This is an easy sell to the jury; It was like a girlscout
trying to sell one box of cookies to her grandma. Inone
of my classes, the day the verdict was read, several of the
students of color commented on the case. They said it
See RACE CARD page 8.
to do the right and, may I add, lawful thing and not
convict when there are reasonable doubts.
So why are some white people so mad? Why the
long faces and grief stricken stares? Is it because it is
difficultto conceptualize how a black man could suppos-
edly have killed two white people and gotten away with
it? For heavens sake,· we all know this could not have
happened thirty years ago!
My greatest disappointment has come from the
comments of some of my white peers in this law school.
These are people who, by virtue of their education,
should know better. I have listened objectively as they
have questioned the validity of the verdict. The race of
some members of the jury and their education level are
to blame, some have said. These people seem to forget
that there were two white women and a hispanic man on
the jury. One of the white women has been on five other
juries and has convicted. On the issue of education, it
seems ironic that a jury made up of mostly high school
graduates could easily comprehend, appreciate, and
apply the theory of reasonable doubt more logically than
. some law students and lawyers. I applaud ajury that can
make a decision to acquit a man when they have doubts
as to his guilt. For once, whites, blacks, and hispanics put
aside what it was they believed and felt, and simply
followed the law.
I am angry at those who did not watch the trial or the
course of events, yet still pass judgement on the out-
come. There was barely any outrage when a hung jury
decision came down in the Menendez case. I didn't see
whites outraged at the Rodney King verdict. Maybe this
was because in that case, white jurors were acquitting
white police officers. The reason for the current outrage
lies in the deep-rooted fear that a system that was created
. by the ruling class is suddenly working against them.
One dose of your own medicine and there is a mad rush
to change the system. The pain, outrage, and anger that
some whites felt as a result of this verdict is one that
blacks have felt for centuries. The judicial system may
not be the best, but it works. I will advocate for a change
in attitudes, but not in the system.
I am not angry because some whites have adifferent
opinion from mine or the jury's. It might just be time,
however, for some whites to sit down and reevaluate why
they are outraged at this verdict. Why was there no
outrage in other cases where the verdict was clearly
wrong? Black people know why and so should you. It is
time to reexamine the motives for your opinion and see .
who actually plays the race card.
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was impossible for white America to
understand racism. 'They said that you
need to know what itwas like to be
stopped while driving just because you
are black, or what itis like to not get a
job.and think that race was a factor. One
of these students thought it was ironic
that there was anew found fear of biased
juries, a problem that minorities have
lamented for years. It was also stated
that America was a racist society, and
that we shouldsensitize ourselves to this
fact. White America needed to under-
stand.
" \ If these students, who have enjoyed
the advantage of a great education, .feel
this way, it is not hard to imagine how the
less educated jury feltthat lived in poorer
communities .. It was an optimal time to
solicit the emotions, rather than the in-
tellect of the jury .And a good attorney
would have preyed on them like a shark
upon an injured fish.
You may or may not agree with the
various thoughts ofthese black students.
But one things is certain, these positions
have nothing, nada, zippo to do with
whether 0.1. Simpson killed Nicole'
Brown and her boyfriend. Nonetheless,
Cochran played on these' sentiments in
his closing arguments. A divine light
from above basked on Cochran the
preacher. It was time to right the racist
wrong in America. Itwas time to do the
right thing for Black America. It was
time to acquit 0.1. Simpson. It was time
to stop the racist L.A.P.D. .And the jury
gormandized-this like a Thanksgiving
turkey that Cochran put out for them to
feast. This-movie surpassed Bon Fire of
the Vanitiei
;J' i, Anyone who has taken trial advo-
cacy knows that the first rule of closing
. arguments is that one can only summa-
rize his arguments based on evidence
properly adduced at trial. The second
rule is that judges give beaucoup leeway
to this rule. But this was well over the
line, and pandered to the prejudices of
the jury. Suddenly the trial was
transmogrified in to a vent session for
aggrieved victims of racism. Thetrial
was not a trial, but a~. 0.1.
Simpson. The American equivalent of
Nelson Mandella. Iudge Ito never should
have allowed Cochran's fulminated hom-
iW
Defense attorney Robert Shapiro said
that race should not have played a role in
the trial, and later expressed his displea-
.sure after the trial in a interview with
Barbara Walters. Shapiro was deeply
offended when Cochran likened racism
in America t~ the Holocaust. He said
that his team 'not only played the race'
card, but "we dealt it from the bottom of
the deck." Why then did Cochran do
this? Because it would work. And that,
once the legality ofthe act is settled, is all
.the moral justification that is requisite.
Shapiro was wrong. The defense
had a duty to win.and he had aduty to
hold back no punches! If Ito was going
to let the arguments in; Cochran had a
duty to make them. And Cochran made
them well. .
I admit, I was disturbed about the
outcome. It is incomprehensible to me
thatthe polls show that so many Black
Americans would agree with this verdict
that no reasonablejury would have made ..
The scientific evidence was irrefutable,
and the circumstances that would have'
had to transpire for there to have been a} .
conspiracy were outrageous. But despite;
the heartbreak of seeing the wailing of
Ron Goldman's relatives as Black Ameri-:
cans were dancing in the streets in a
haunting contrast, I do not place the
blame on Cochran. When it really
counted, when a man's liberty appeared
to be on the brink of loss, Cochran did
everything in his power to make sure that
0.1. Simpson would be a free man--
including playing the race card. He
pandered to feelings of victimization
and suppression. He manipulated emo-
tions. He went beyond the evidence,
because that was what it took. And
frankly, it would have been wrong for
him not to ..
Pieper People Pass! !!
Come and see what
.everybody's Every attorney I'veever met said I
must take Pieper to
pass the NY Bar
Exam!
Don It be left out
of the conversationll!
You passed too? That's great!
I couldn't have prepared any
better! !! .I'm .glad' I -:
switched to Pieper!!!
Of course I passed!
I took PIEPER.
I couldn't have done
it without them!
Find out why everyone's talking about
PIEPER· BAR REVIEW!! !
THE NY-MULTISTATE BAR REVIEW.COURSE
CALL 1-800-635-6569
.'
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We cannot force students to read our
handouts, nor can we make them come in
ina timely fashion for information. When
students come back to school in August,
they are met with a hectic enough sched-
ule without having to worry about dead-
lines and programs and resources that
our office is making available. But it is
up to the student to keep up with dead-
lines. Unfortunately, many do not tune
into information until the last minute,
even though it had been available for
weeks.
With regard to the BLSA fair, we
were misquoted as saying "We didn't
use to post flyers for these job fairs. " We
have always posted flyers for the BLSA
job fair and every other job fair that we
hear about that OW students are eligible
to attend. We said that we do not post the
information in the area with the Fall
Interview Program. We make every
effort to disseminate information as
. quickly and efficiently as possible with
Noteworthy as our primary outlet. If
students have not taken the time to read
the COO newsletter, I would encourage
them to do so. Students will find it worth
the few minutes it will take to read. As
the article mentioned, we are indeed
looking at other ways of distributing
information to students. We are in the
process of making'all ev~tit andprogram-
announcements available on the OW
World Wide WeD Page. Stay tuned for
more information on this development.
As to students "flatly boycotting our
services because of a perceived lack of
~cultural sensitivity," this is an action that
would be most damaging to the student.
We in the COO make every effort to treat
all students alike, whether they are in the .
top half of the class or the lower half,
male or female, black or white. The
perception that we treat. students differ-
ent~y is exactly that-perceived .. As our
Mission Statement reads, "The goal of
the COO is to serve the needs of all
students and alumni of The George
Washington University Law School
through a variety of services including,
but not limited to, individual counseling"
group seminars, self-assessment materi-
als, interviewing programs, a career re-
source library and the alumni career
network." Our primary goal is to serve
students in the best way possible, but we
can only help those students who are
willing to help themselves. If there is a
vocal group of students who don't want
to take advantage of our services, that is
unfortunate as we are here to serve the
job search needs ofGW law students and
alumni -.We encourage students to come
in and find out about the COO them-
selves instead of listening to the gossip
and rumors spread by fellow students.
Regarding the comment about making
students "feel good about themselves
and their chances to get a job," we pass
onto students the most accurate and in-
formative information we can obtain
about the job market and opportunities.
There is no question that looking for a
job can be a frustrating and sometimes
exhausting experience, 'especially with
all the responsibilities students have to
worry about--classes, grades, debt, and
" peer and parental pressure. It is a tough
legaljob market, a reality every student
must face. We empathize and are here
specifically to do everything we can to
aid in the job-search process. Addition-
., ally, a realistic outlook and positive atti-
tude will go far in the job search. We are '
• here not only to provide information for
~ the immediate job search, but to impart
't. the skills needed for a lifetime of job
seeking. Learning how our office works.,
.the job-search tools available, the skills
needed for a successful job search, the
timing of the search, and the various
,.'options, is hard work and time consum-
ing. This hard work is the responsibility
of the student and begins the moment
you walk through the doors of the law
school. '
On the topic of the Alumni Career
Network (ACN), the ACN was created to
facilitate students and alumni accessing
alumni who are willing to share informa-
tion about their jobs and careers. It is set
up to establish contacts, and to facilitate
informational interviewing and network-
ing. The COO also accesses the ACN
. when organizing presentations. We al-.
ways make an effort to bring speakers to
campus who are alumni, and minorities
have certainly been a part of those pro--
grams and panels over the years. The
responsibility for bringing speakers to
campus does not rest solely with the
student organization, unless that organi-
zation is planning an event in which they
have, asked for our assistance in co--
sponsoring. The COO will present at
least 20 programs in this semester alone
and wC?are always seeking new speakers.
Contrary to popular belief, the COO
does not devote the whole year to large
firm employers. We coordinate the Pub-
lic Interest Interview Day with
Georgetown, the International LLM In-
terview Program at NYU, and, this year,
provided information and assistance for '
the SCI-LAW conference that took place
in August. We also spend a good deal of
the year marketing to all types of em-
ployers, including small firms, public
interest employers, and the government.
, The Small Firm Interviewing Day with
Georgetown (OTU) will probably not be
held this year." GTU and GW collec-
tively decided to end that pr,?granl due to ,
a poor responsefrom small firms. Small '
. firms hire on a "need" basis and the
numbers have dropped significantly since
the late 1980s.
We at the COO follow our mission
statement, available in the COO and in
the COO Student Handbook. I encour-
age students to read it and find out what
we are all about. -Stop by to make an
appointment or give us a call at 994-
7340. We are here to help.
Laura Rowe
coo Assistant Director
The program is confidential and active donors will be compensated for their participa-
tion. Oualified males should be between 18 and 35 years of age and able to participate )
in the program for at least six months. Donor applicants will undergo medical testing to )
.insure good hearth and fertility potential. For more information please call '(
Fairfax Cryobank Fairfax.' VA
(Near the junction of .495 and Rt. SOW)
Ji~~!1..~~~ ?o~P: .JS
~ ~ ~...-- ~-,"-"""-' .,.....r--~~
EJF Notes
by Rachel Dicken
This is Public Interest Week. Join us
forall planned events. Contact Deb Vitek
(2L) with questions or to volunteer.
Monday, October 16: EJF will
staff a resource table With an abundance
of information on careers inpublic inter-
est provided by the COO. A videotape of
the Alliance for Justice First Monday
, recorded October 2, 1995 will be shown.
At 4: 15 p.m. in LL-l 01: the Enrichment
Series will sponsor the ACLU President
speaking on "The Bill of Rights, The
Original Contract with America"
Tuesday,October17: 4:15p.m. in
L-402: Barbara Moulton from Pro Bono
Students America, a Georgetown-based
organization, will speak about a new
computer system linking students with
volunteer opportunities.
Wednesday, October 18: Brown
Bag Lunch with Professor Joan Meier on
public interest, fellowships. At 4: 15
p.m. in L-301: An alumni panel will
address students about careers in public
interest At 5:00 p.m.: Public Interest
Reception in the Faculty Lounge.
Thursday, October 19: 4:15 p.m.
in L-30 1: A panel discussion by students
who worked in public interest last sum-
mer will address students. This will be
followed by an informal talk with other
students who worked in public interest.
EJF extends thanks to Kim Anglin,
Paul Smolinksy, and Andy Tarsy for
donatingatJeastonedayoftheirsummer
salaries to our Spring 1995 Pledge Drive.
Library News
The JacobBurns Law Library has
announced a lecture program to help
students improve, and expand their re-
search skills. Dates, times, and locations
for the lectures are shown below. Ad-
vance registration is recommended. Sign-
up sheets are located at the Reference
Desk.
Federal Legislative Research:
Sources & Techniques; Speaker:
Leonard Klein, Legal Research Librar-
ian; Date: Thursday, October 26; Time:
4:00-5:30 p.m.; Location: Burns 406.
Federal Environmental Law Re-
search; Part 1: Statutes & Legislative
History; Speaker: Germaine Leahy, Head
of Reference Dept.; Date: Wednesday,
November 1; Time: 1:30-3:00 p.m.;
Location: Stockton 301.
Government Contracts Research;
Speaker: Patricia Tobin, Government
Contracts Librarian; Part 1: The Basics
of Government Contracts Research;
Date: Thursday, November 2; Time:
4:00-5:30 p.m.; Location: Burns 406.
Part 2: Researching Government
Contracts Online; Date: Thursday, No--
vember 9; Tune: 4:00-5:30 p.m.; Loca-
tion: LEXISIWESTLAW classroom (2d
fir. Stockton reading room). .~:;-!
l"'~::- ," " _ ..
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Millionsof dollars in scholarships, fellowships, grants, internships, work study programs
and special student aid funds go unused every year because students simply don't
'know where to apply or how to get their share.
The secret in locating money for college, lies in your strategy. You need step-by-step
information on what aid is available and how you can get it. The time to apply is now!
Youcan apply as early as your junior year in high school, or during your undergraduate
or graduate study. Aid can be used at any accredited college or trade school.
This Directory willprovide information for Students or Individuals 'wishing or attending
high schools, business schools, technical schools, graduate schools, law schools,
medical schools, vocational Institutions, undergraduate schools, research programs,
and leadership programs. /
Corporations, Trusts, Foundations, Religious .Groups and other Organizations offer
Scholarships, Fellowships, Grants, Internships, and Work Study Programs to students,
annually, regardless of grades orparents income levels.
r---------------------------------------~
" - ORDER FORM -
: Please send me a copy of the Scholarship Directory - Enclosed is $25.00,
Name: ~ --------
Address: ...,-- _,
I City: State: Zip _
L __ ..:., __ -!ROFESSIONAL NETWORK ASSOCIATlON,..!!4C. e P.O. BOX 190968 e BOSTON.!-MA 02119_-l
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Internet Resources
by Doug Luftman
-, Student Chair, Computer Services 'Committee
Believe it or Not:
The best hour of
television is on Fox
US Courts:
http://www.uscourts.gov



















does Muldur explode with rage and then
his rage is directed at his FBI superiors
who block his path to the truth,
, Dana Scully is the scientific skeptic
who has' been reluctantly dragged to '
Muldur's side of the street by what she
has seen. Originally assigned by the FBI
brass to work with Muldur so she could
spy on 'him and debunk his theories"
Scully has been converted by Muldur's
impatient discoveries. Last week's epi-.
sode, the season premiere, sawthe straight
arrow Scully pulling a gun on her boss
,and threatening to blow his brains out if
he refused to tell her what had happened
to the missing Muldur.
The "X-Files" is so well-acted, so
well-written, and so intelligent; that its
attributes overcome its one disturbing
flaw. "The X-Files" portrays the United
States government as an insidious cabal
that will lie and murder to keep its secrets
safe. The embodiment of this is
Cancennan---so named because he al-
ways has a cigarette in his mouth.
Cancennan lurks in the FBI office of
Muldur's boss, Skinner. Cancennan sits
on a couch, bathed inshadow and smoke.
The only light is the evil red glow of his
cigarette. Cancennan's position in the
FBI or government is uncertain, but he is
'a bigshot: "Don't threaten me, Muldur,"
he once warned, "I've' watched Presi .: ·
dents die." Cancerman symbolizes the
U.S: government. ,
, Even the most patriotic Americans '.
(like me) know their government is not
perfect. However, certainly the nation
that invented democracy and human
rights and made the world safe for decent .
people to live by destroying both fascism
. and communism, is not as terrible as it is
_.portrayed in "The X-Files."
.Despite this troubling flaw, "The X-
'Files" is irresistible. It is now starting its
third season and last week's premiere
was a smash with the critics and viewers.
Don'tbe fooled by itspresence on Fox,
"The X-Files" is one classy show. It is to
drama what "Frasier" is to comedy---
smart, erudite, and consistently satisfy-
ing. Law students have little time to
watch television, so if you do turn on the
tube, do not waste your time wandering.
through the wasteland. "The X-Files" is
the best hour of television.
E-mail address: dluftman@gwis2
.circ.gwu.edu
,By now, most students have had a
chance to try Netscape on the library
computers. With this first step into
cyberspace comes the need for more
incentive. Listed below are several "web" ,
. sites.where students can begin learning
to maneuver around the Internet and











By Thomas S. Threlkeld
SportslEntertainment Editor
Television has most been most aptly
described as a vast wasteland. That is
just as true today as it has ever been.
However, there is one show that consis-
tently rises above the sludge to shine its
, black light on Friday night. What's that
you say? You go out Friday night? Well,
do'whatI do. If you or afiiend has a VCR,
tape "The X-Files" every Friday night at
9 pm on Channel Five.
I understand your doubts. For over a
year I resisted "The X-Files." After all,
its on Fox. What's worse, it focuses on
supernatural and extraterrestrial topics. I
pictured it as an even seamier "Unsolved
Mysteries." Wrong.
"The X-Files" is populated by char-
acters with uncertain pasts and dark se-
crets that they clutch closely to them-
selves. The atmosphere is dark, sinister,
and suspicious. This atmosphere is
matched by the dark cinematography:
rarely is anything well-lit or bright.
The stars are David Duchovny and
Gillian Anderson as Fox Muldur and
Dana Scully. Muldur and Scully work '
for a special branch of the FBI that ,
investigates unexplained phenomena.
The X-Files is a caseload of weird and '
supernatural incidents originally com-
piledby J. Edgar Hoover. Muldur has
had -a: look at the X-Files and he is a'
believer.
Muldur is the-driving force of the
show. One night during his boyhood in
Chillmark, Massachusetts, he witnessed
his younger sister's abduction by aliens.
Since then, he has been obsessed with
finding her and the strange creatures that
took her from him. Muldur believes in
the supernatural and suspects that every-
one in the FBI is plotting against him
because he knows too much about the X-
Files. He is usually correct. ."
Mr. Duchovny plays Muldur with
laudable restraint. Muldur is no wild-
eyed maniac shrieking at the stars. He is
a cynical, funny, detective who investi-
gates each case with the meticulousness
of Sherlock Holmes. Only occasionally
WORD FROM THE
STUDENTS: '
Who Will BeThe Next President, and Why?
Some responses from Section 14 ILs
Colin Powell, because the Republicans want to win. Republicans will have to put
him on the ticket to prevent a third party bid which would split the anti-Clinton vote and
put Billy boy back in the White House.- Joseph Manzi
,Colin Powell ifhe runs as an Independent because if ever there was a time when
an Independent would win, it's now. There's a middle ground of people who believe
in the Republican's fiscal policy and the Democrat's social policy, and Colin Powell
seems to embrace both of those .. - Kimberly Woollsy
, Bill Clinton because when it comes time to vote, people will stay with the candidate
, they know. - Rob Notigan
Bill Clinton because his campaigning skill is a factor which needs to be considered.
- Gregory Kelch
I believe that Bob Dole will be the next President. However, if Colin Powell runs,
I think that President Clinton will be re-elected. - Brian King
The Republicans in Congress want to make so many partisan changes while they
can that the American public is going to get fed up with them. Therefore, Clinton will
make '96. -D.oug Goldstein '
FAIL from page 2. nize those circumstances exist. But how
does that help the black community? All
it does it put a crack dealer back on the
street. If that kid was going to go to
school, do community service, teach oth-
ers from his mistakes, indeed, if all he
would do is not sell any more crack I'd
,say Paul Butler is right. In all likelihood
he is going to continue to sell crack, He's
going to sell it to little black children. He
is going to make the choices that much
harder for the next kid, The little guy in
the comer is going to say, "Not only am
I going to get rich selling drugs, I won't
go to jail either." How much harder is it
now to tell that kid he should be in school
studying.
Jury nullification is a band aid. Just
like stricter drug laws, more police and
stepped up enforcement, it attacks the
results instead of the problems. We all
know what is really needed.education,
affirmative action, the creation of eco-
nomic opportunity ... empowerment. In
the mean time some one should be send-
ing these kids the real message ... Stay in
school, stay off drugs, don't try to get
rich quick or you are going to go to jail
and you're going to die. That is the truth,
no matter how unfair it is. Don't tell them
that it is okay to sell crack, that it's
understandable to do it and we will try to
get you off the hook. That gives them the
excuse notto be extraordinary, not to rise
above the injustice around them; that
gives them the excuse to fail.
requires a sense of family, a sense of
community and tremendous self-respect.
It's not easy and it is certainly not fair. I
don't pretend to assure you that I could
do it. But I tell you my father did it, his
father did it, and so did his father.
Paul Butler encourages jury nullifi-
cation. He believes it is just to set free a
crack dealer because of the circumstances
that made that person sell crack. I recog-





, Russ Jacobs, Robin
Enroll withBAR/BRI and Receive:' Runge, Kris Simpson,
, Lori Stockton.
«The First Year Review Outline 3L's:Edward Barbat,
- Final Exam Review Lectures .' Kim Benjamin,
• StudySmart™ Computer Software sV::~i~~r::i~,
, - A Freeze.onyour BARlB~1 Tuition Michelle Maldonado,
, ." , Eric Ostrager,
Stop by the BA~/BRI table or. Derek Regensburger,
....::-~contactyour reps for more info. Ross ,Wiener.
-,0 I;',.~. . LLM: Sonia Baldia.
I I I....-....-
..You can still enjoy the benefits of
'BAR/BRI. Enroll and Receive:
- Comprehensive Outlines & Lectures
,_ «Th« MPRE Program
- StudySmart™ Computer Software'
for Evidence & MPRE
-A Freeze on your BAR/BRI Tuition
Stop by the BAR/SRI table or
contact your reps for more info.
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